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Abstract

Non-verbal communication (NVC) is considered to
represent more than 90 percent of everyday commu-
nication. In virtual world, this important aspect of
interaction between virtual humans (VH) is strongly
neglected. This paper presents a user-test study to
demonstrate the impact of automatically generated
graphics-based NVC expression on the dialog quality:
first, we wanted to compare impassive and emotion fa-
cial expression simulation for impact on the chatting.
Second, we wanted to see whether people like chatting
within a 3D graphical environment. Our model only
proposes facial expressions and head movements in-
duced from spontaneous chatting between VHs. Only
subtle facial expressions are being used as nonverbal
cues –i.e. related to the emotional model. Motion
capture animations related to hand gestures, such as
cleaning glasses, were randomly used to make the vir-
tual human lively. After briefly introducing the tech-
nical architecture of the 3D-chatting system, we focus
on two aspects of chatting through VHs. First, what
is the influence of facial expressions that are induced
from text dialog? For this purpose, we exploited an
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emotion engine extracting an emotional content from a
text and depicting it into a virtual character developed
previously ([GAS+11]). Second, as our goal was not
addressing automatic generation of text, we compared
the impact of nonverbal cues in conversation with a
chatbot or with a human operator with a wizard of oz
approach. Among main results, the within group study
–involving 40 subjects– suggests that subtle facial ex-
pressions impact significantly not only on the quality
of experience but also on dialog understanding.

Keywords: Nonverbal communication; Virtual re-
ality; Artificial facial expression impact; Virtual hu-
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1 Introduction

Realistic interactions between virtual humans (VH)
are crucial for applications involving virtual worlds –
especially for entertainment and social network appli-
cation: inter-character nonverbal communications are
a key type of interaction. To address this issue we pro-
posed to study three cases of interactions as illustrated
by Figure 1: (a) VH (avatar) “A” chatting with VH
(avatar) “B”; (b) “A” chatting with an agent (VH de-
rived by a computer) “C”; (c) “A” believing to chat
with an agent but in reality chatting with another VH
(avatar) “D”, i.e. a Wizard of Oz with the acronym
(Woz).

However, what is the contribution of nonverbal cues
to verbal interaction? Despite the communicative im-
portance of such cues is acknowledged in psychology
and linguistics [ASN+70] [WDRG72] [GTG+84],
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Figure 1: A comic representation of semantic and nonverbal communication in virtual environment, within: (a)
two avatars; (b) an avatar and an agent; (c) an avatar and a Wizard of Oz.
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Figure 2: Examples of users performing user-test with different bartender conditions. (a) Users enjoying our
chatting system (user face camera 1); (b) Second view at the same moment showing the user interface (global
view camera 2); (c) to (f) Close up of the user interface: (c) Message window, where user type input and
receive response from agent or Woz; (d) Facial expression of user’s avatar generated by our graphics engine; (e)
Bartender who could be agent or Woz; (f) A tag showing different condition of the bartender; (g) Setup during
user-test where two cameras were recording the chatting.

there is scarce evidence obtained in laboratory con-
trolled conditions. Experiments studying the contri-
bution of nonverbal cues to natural communication are
challenging because non verbal cues occur simultane-
ously with strictly verbal information like words and
paraverbal cues such as voice intonation, pauses, etc.
VHs allow for the depiction of expressions and offer
an opportunity to study such factors in a controlled
laboratory setup. In this paper, we report a study on
the impact of nonverbal cues in a 3D virtual environ-
ment (VE).

In the virtual reality (VR) domain, communication
with emotional computer-driven VHs (called agents)
is also becoming an important research topic. Indeed,
regarding information exchanges during a conversa-
tion, semantic or verbal information is only the tip
of the iceberg. Therefore, to tackle the complex is-
sue of nonverbal communication, we propose to study
the impact of automatically generated graphics-based

NVC expression on the dialog quality induced from a
real-time interactive affective computing system. To
avoid the bias of voice intonation this system only
uses textual chatting interaction. From this model, we
report the impact of nonverbal cues to spontaneous
verbal interaction using virtual humans in a labora-
tory controlled experiment. We show quantitatively
that nonverbal cues do indeed contribute to nonverbal
communication and demonstrate this technique can be
used to control precisely the nonverbal cues associated
with the verbal interaction.

The paper is structured as follows: Section 2 de-
scribes background information about VE and VR,
psychological models, and conversational systems
with some of their limitations. Section 3 presents the
user-test in terms of material, methods, experimental
setup, and the architecture as a recent paper [GAS+11]
is dedicated to that aspect. Section 4 details the re-
sults and the statistical analysis. Finally, we conclude
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the paper in Section 5 with a relatively large list of
improvement derived from the user-test questions and
users comments and suggestions.

2 Background

2.1 Virtual Environment (VE)

Emotional communication in virtual worlds has been
a challenging research field over the last couple of
decades. A work from [WSS94] has conducted a
research concerning the influence of facial expres-
sions for a communication interface. In contrast,
our experimental environment offers a wider graph-
ics scene including generic body movement. Cassell
et al. [CPB+94] proposed a system which automat-
ically generates and animates conversations between
multiple human-like agents with appropriate and syn-
chronized speech, intonation, facial expressions, and
hand gestures; the whole complex pipeline of VH con-
versation was unfortunately not presented. Also rela-
tive to gesture and expression, [BK09] introduced a
research on the relationship between deictic gesture
and facial expression. Perlin and Goldberg [PG96]
proposed an authoring tool (Improv) to create actors
that respond to users and to each other in real-time,
with personalities and moods consistent with the au-
thors’ goals and intentions. Numerous ways to de-
sign personality and emotion models for virtual hu-
mans were described in “Embodied Conversational
Agents” [Cas00]. Coyne and Sproat [CS01] described
linguistic analysis and depiction techniques needed to
generate language-based 3D scenes, without extrac-
tion of emotional parameters and VH mind model.
Badler et al. [BAZB02] proposed a Parameterized Ac-
tion Representation (PAR) designed for building fu-
ture behaviors into autonomous agents and control-
ling the animation parameters that portray personal-
ity, mood, and affect in an embodied agent with a
relatively simple emotional architecture. Cassell et
al. [CVB01] proposed a behavior expression anima-
tion toolkit (BEAT) that allows animators to input
typed text to be spoken by an animated human face
without focusing on visualization of emotional param-
eters extracted from chat sentence analysis.

Many other approaches exist; here is the non-
exhaustive list of most important ones which how-
ever, have not the complexity level of our architec-
ture and emotional model. Loyall et al. [LRBW04]
focused on creating a system to allow rich authoring

and to provide automatic support for expressive ex-
ecution of the content. Su et al. [SPW07] predicted
specific personality and emotional states from hierar-
chical fuzzy rules to facilitate personality and emo-
tion control. Park et al. [PJRC08] proposed a human-
cognition based chat system for virtual avatars us-
ing geometric information. Concerning ”empathic”
emotions, Ochs et al. [OPS08] determined this spe-
cific emotions of virtual dialog agents in real time and
Becker et al. [BNP+05] use a physiological user in-
formation enabling empathic feedback through non-
verbal behaviors of the humanoid agent Max. Another
previous research on non-verbal communication for
surgical training in a virtual environment [MWW09]
has been presented in 2009. In this research a web-
cam captures the user’s face to express the facial ex-
pressions. Unlike this previous research, the proposed
framework automatically generates avatar’s facial ex-
pressions from a given valence and arousal (VA) input,
resulting faster simulation in a virtual scene.

Pelachaud [Pel09] developed a model of behavior
expressivity using a set of six parameters that act as
modulation of behavior animation. Khosmood and
Walker [KW10] developed a gossip model for agent
conversations with a series of speech-acts controlled
by a dialogue manager.

Considerable knowledge has accumulated concern-
ing the encoding and decoding of affective states in hu-
mans [Kap03] [RBFD03]. In fields such as VR, com-
puter vision, computer animation, robotics, and human
computer interaction, efforts to synthesize or decode
facial activity have recently been successful [CK07].

Generating realistic human movement is also im-
portant for improving realism. Stone et al. [SDO+04]
proposed an integrated framework for creating in-
teractive, embodied talking characters. Egges et
al. [EMMT04] described idle motion generation us-
ing principal components analysis. McDonnell et
al. [MEDO09] investigated human sensitivity to the
coordination and timing of conversational body lan-
guage for virtual characters. Ennis et al. [EMO10]
demonstrated that people are more sensitive to vi-
sual desynchronization of body motions than to mis-
matches between the characters’ gestures and voices.

Eye and head movements help express emotion in
a realistic way. Gu and Badler [GB06] developed a
computational model for visual attention in multiparty
conversation. Masuko and Hoshino [MH07] gener-
ated VH eye movements that were synchronized with
conversation. Grillon and Thalmann [GT09] added
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gaze attention behaviors to crowd animations by for-
mulating them as an inverse kinematics problem and
then using a solver. Oyekoya et al. [OSS09] pro-
posed a saliency model to animate the gaze of vir-
tual characters that is appropriate for multiple domains
and tasks. Bee et al. [BAT09] implemented an eye-
gaze model of interaction to investigate whether flirt-
ing helps to improve first encounters between a human
and an agent. Recently, Weissenfeld et al. [WLO10]
proposed method for video realistic eye animation.

From the field of affective computing [Pic97] a
number of relevant studies have been introduced.
Ptaszynski et al. [PMD+10] described a way to evalu-
ate emoticons from text-based online communication;
Bickmore et al. [BFRS10] described an experiment
with an agent that simulates conversational touch. En-
drass et al. [ERA11] proposed a model to validate cul-
tural influence and behavior planning applied to multi-
agent system.

2.2 Psychological models

Because nonverbal cues have to be consistent with
the verbal content expressed, to decide which non-
verbal cues have to be portrayed it is necessary to
use some emotional model relating verbal informa-
tion to nonverbal movements. In fact, different ways
to conceive emotions [Iza10] are common in psycho-
logical research and all of them have advantages and
disadvantages. Three main approaches can be dis-
tinguished: (a) specific emotional states are matched
with prototypical expressions (here particularly based
on the work of Ekman and his colleagues [Ekm04]),
(b) the relationship of appraisal outcomes and fa-
cial actions (for example based on Scherer’s predic-
tions [SE07] or the Ortony, Clore and Collins (OCC)
model [OCC88]), and (c) the relationship of two or
three dimensional representations of emotions in af-
fective space (for example Russell [Rus97]) to expres-
sions. While approach (a) has an intuitive appeal, it
is by now clear that prototypical expressions are not
frequent in real life [Kap03] and it is very difficult
to extract distinct emotional states from short bits of
text (see [GGFO08] [TBP+10]). The appraisal ap-
proach is interesting but arguably requires more re-
search to see whether such an appraisal model for the
synthesis of conversational nonverbal behavior is vi-
able (e.g. [vDKP+08]). Thus, for pragmatic reasons,
it is the dimensional approach that appears most rel-
evant and promising. Emotional valence and arousal

have been studied in a variety of psychological con-
texts [RBFD03] and there is reason to believe that
the reliability of extracting these two dimensions from
text is much higher than that of discrete emotional
states [Rus79]. In consequence, the present model is
focusing on a dimensional model. It is clear that a
multi-modal approach to emotion detection would be
desirable and many colleagues are working on such
systems. The goal of the present implementation is
the very specific case of recreating the richness of
emotions in social interactions [MMOD08] from the
highly reduced channel of short text messages as they
are still common in mediated communication systems.
The restriction of the model to two affective dimen-
sions is a consequence of these constraints.

Furthermore, one of the novel aspects of the present
model is not only the inclusion of a rudimentary per-
sonality system (see also [LA07]) in the guise of af-
fective profiles, but also individual emotion regula-
tion. While emotion regulation is a complex issue in it-
self [Kap08], the inclusion of “memory” and emotion-
regulation makes the present system rather unique and
addresses several layers of emotional interaction com-
plexity. Whichever model is underlying the synthesis
of nonverbal behavior from text, or context, the degree
in which the actual behaviors map reality is critical.
In other words, evaluation of models is key, such as
Gratch and Marsella [GM05].

2.3 Conversational systems

Research on dialog management, discourse process-
ing, semantic modeling, and pragmatic modeling pro-
vides the background for the development of dialog
systems for human-computer, natural language based
interactions [SH08] [HPB+09, FKK+10]. In some
systems enabling users to text chat with a virtual
agent such as in [CDWG08], qualitative methods are
used to detect affect. The scope of known appli-
cations, however, is often focused on closed-domain
conditions and restricted tasks such as plane tickets,
reservations, and city guidance systems. The main
fields of research in dialog management include: finite
state-based and frame-based approaches [BR03], plan-
based approaches [McG96], and information state-
based and probabilistic approaches [WPY05]. In re-
cent years, the development of human-agent inter-
faces that incorporate emotional behavior has received
some interest [Pic97] [PPP07], but as not been yet
applied to virtual worlds. Work in this area fo-
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Conversational Corresp. Woz Corresp.
system symbol symbol

no facial Condition 1 a yellow Condition 2 a blue
emotion star medal

facial Condition 3 a green Condition 4 a red
emotion tag ribbon

Table 1: The four experimental conditions with their
respective symbol. Only two users noticed that the vir-
tual bartender had different facial expressions.

cuses on embodied conversational agents [PP01], and
VH [GSC+08] [RGL+06]. Even more recently, the
design process of intelligent virtual human have been
presented for specialized application domain such as
clinical skills [RKP11].

Prominent examples of advances in this field are a
framework to realize human-agent interactions while
considering their affective dimension, and a study of
when emotions enhance the general intelligent be-
havior of artificial agents resulting in more natural
human-computer interactions [ABB+04]. Reithinger
et al. [RGL+06] introduced an integrated, multi-modal
expressive interaction system using a model of affec-
tive behavior, responsible for emotional reactions and
presence of the created VH. Their conversational dia-
log engine is tailored to a specific, closed domain ap-
plication, however: football-related games.

3 Material and methods

3.1 Experimental setup

Forty volunteers, 24 men and 16 women aged from 21
to 51 [20˜29: 21; 30˜39: 13; 40˜49: 5; 50˜59: 1] took
part of this user-test (see users shown in front page Fig-
ure 2 and Figure 5). They were all unrelated to the field
of experiment and were from different educational and
social backgrounds. Only 25% were considered non-
naive to the field of VR (i.e. students who took the VR
graduate course).

3.2 From sentence to NVC

Human communication is first of all about social and
psychological processes. Therefore, before presenting
the general technical architecture of our communica-
tion pipeline, we introduce the main motivator of our
work: what are meaning and emotion?

Architecture layers –Human communication is a
multi-layered interactive system –see dash line sub-

sets in Figure 4 for our very simplified VH communi-
cation model–involving transactions between partici-
pants, relying not only on words, but also on a number
of paralinguistic features such as facial/body expres-
sions, voice changes, and intonation. These different
channels provide rapidly changing contexts in which
content and nonverbal features change their meaning.
Typically in the interaction process not all informa-
tion is successfully transmitted and receivers also per-
ceive cues that are not really there [KHS91]. Situa-
tional, social and cultural contexts shape further what
is being encoded and decoded by the interaction part-
ners [Kap10]. The reduced channel bandwidth avail-
able in mediated communication can lead to changes
in the conversational process and is often the origin of
misunderstandings. It is here that creating redundancy
with nonverbal indicators of emotion, as in the present
application, could recover some of the robust redun-
dancy of regular face-to-face interaction.

Global algorithm –Affect communication with a
machine in a virtual world consists of at least: a
human, a user-interface to manipulate his or her as-
sociated avatar, a virtual human 3D engine, a dia-
logue/vocabulary analyzer, an emotional mind model,
and a listener framework, also called “conversational
system”, playing the role of the agent. Most of the
above, except the user, can be viewed in two layers:
the factual processes layer, including the agent, the
event, and the graphics engines; the emotion processes
layer, including the data mining, refinement, and vir-
tual human pseudo-mind engines specialized in the
management of emotions called emoMind.

The main steps of the model –detailed in [GAS+11]
and summarized Figure 4– are as follows:
• An avatar or an agent can start a conversation, and every test

utterance is a new event that enters the event engine and is
stored in a queue;

• The sentence is analyzed by classifiers to extract poten-
tial emotional parameters, which are then refined to pro-
duce a multi-dimensional probabilistic emotional histogram
(PEH) [GAP+10], that define the heart of emotion model
for each VH. In our approach, as [BC09] suggested for one
of the future research studies, we concentrate to ”wider dis-
plays of emotion” driven by valence and arousal {v,a} plane,
which brings various facial expressions from any given VA
coordinate;

• This generic PEH is then personalized depending on the
character (e.g. for an optimist this would trend towards
higher valence);

• Then a new current {v,a}(emotional coordinate axes valence
and arousal) state is selected among the VH mind state;

• The emotional {v,a} values that result are transmitted to the
interlocutor;
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Figure 3: Four conditions of the user-test identified by specific patch textures on the bartender: a yellow star,
a blue medal, a green tag, and a red ribbon. As conditions where randomly ordered, users were told to pay
attention to these textures and eventually to take notes to help them answering the questionnaire.
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Figure 4: Summary of the general process pipeline where the direct communication layer is represented by
the three green engines and the nonverbal engines in red. Arrows represent the data transfer between different
engines. Details of each engine can be found in [GAS+11].
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• If this is a conversational system (such as the affect bar-
tender used in Section 3), then it produces a text response
potentially influenced by emotion;

• In parallel, and depending on the events, different animated
postures are selected (e.g. idle, thinking, speaking motions);

• This process continues until the end of dialog.

Facial expression rendering –Concerning the
graphical interpretation of emotion in the fa-
cial expression, a Facial Action Coding System
(FACS) [EF78] was developed. This technique permits
an objective description of facial movements based on
an anatomical description. We derived our facial ex-
pression component from FACS Action Units (AU).
Facial expressions were generated with the same algo-
rithm for the avatar and the agent.

3.3 Procedure

All users were asked to repeat the same task four times
in a 3D virtual bar, and each of four conditions was
executed once but ordered randomly to avoid any se-
quence bias –which justifies the use of identification
texture (see Figure 3). The conditions were described
identically to the user as an interaction with a VH bar-
tender. Table 1 and Figure 3 illustrate the four con-
ditions to determine possible impacts of the chatting
system and facial emotions:

• Users were sometimes chatting with an agent (i.e.
a computer) and sometimes an avatar (i.e. a Woz,
a hidden person playing the role of a computer);

• VHs facial emotions were sometimes rendered
and sometimes not.

Each chat was about five minutes long and the
whole experiment took about one hour per user includ-
ing the initial description, the execution, and answer-
ing the questionnaire. Our user-test team consisted of
three persons: the first would present tasks; the sec-
ond, play the Woz, and the third handle the question-
naire. To avoid gaps relative to difference of dialog
quality, the person playing the role of Woz had the in-
structions to use simple but natural sentences, and to
pay attention not using information that was not con-
tained in the chatting current dialog.

The goal of this experiment was twofold. First, we
wanted to compare impassive and emotion facial ex-
pression simulation for impact on the chatting. Sec-
ond, we wanted to see whether people like chatting

within a 3D graphical environment. To access each as-
pect of these goals two types of questions were asked:
(a) comparative and (b) general.

In type (a) questions, we were especially interested
in identifying cues about the influence of subtle emo-
tional rendering on facial expression. To do so, users
were asked to remember each of the four experimen-
tations. And since the sequence of conditions was or-
dered randomly, to have the minimum effect on users’
perception, they were advised to identify each condi-
tion with the symbol (ribbon) shown on the bartender’s
(see Figure 3) shirt and to take notes for the ques-
tionnaire. Here are the three questions comparing the
enjoyment to chat, the emotional connection, and the
quality of dialog:

Questions comparing conditions (answers given on
a 6-point Likert scale), type (a):
• Q1.1 How did you enjoy chatting with the virtual human?

• Q1.2 Did you find a kind of “emotional connection” be-
tween you and the virtual human?

• Q1.3 Did you find the dialog with the virtual human to be
realistic?

The six type (b) questions were related to the gen-
eral experience users had in chatting in a 3D graphi-
cal environment: other VHs and self appreciation of
facial expression; 3D graphics and chatting; contrast
between a self identification (that we knew would be
poor) and appreciation of repeating or continuing the
experimentation.

Questions relative to the general chatting experience
(five answers also given on a 6-point and one on a 12-
point Likert scale), type (b):
• Q2.1 Did you enjoy seeing the other VH emotions?

• Q2.2 Did you enjoy seeing your own avatar emotions?

• Q2.3 Do you think that 3D graphics enhance the chatting?

• Q2.4 Would you like to repeat a similar experiment?

• Q2.5 How well did you identify yourself with your avatar?

• Q2.6 Do you think that 20 minutes of conversation was long
enough?

3.4 Data Analysis

Users were asked to answer the nine questions directly
on an anonymous Microsoft Excel data sheet. From
the questionnaire responses, statistical results were au-
tomatically computed using available tools (ANOVA).
Two initial aspects motivated this study: first, proving
whether relatively subtle facial emotional expression
had impact on how the chatting dialog was perceived;
and second, determining the general appreciation of
users towards chatting in a 3D virtual environment.
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Figure 5: Sample of conversation between real users and agents through their respective avatars. Red text
bubbles are sentences expressed by users and therefore by their avatar in the virtual world; the green ones are
from agent and blue from Woz.

Results of this data analysis are presented in the fol-
lowing section.

4 Results

Figure 6 and Figure 9 summarize the results of type
(a) and type (b) questions.

Facial emotion and nonverbal communication:
Comparing the emotionless and emotion facial expres-
sion conditions (especially the one employing the Woz,
e.g. row 1, column 2 and 4), even with subtle facial
emotion, users preferred (average increase of 10%)
chatting with emotional feedback, and graphical at-
tributes strongly influenced their perception of dialog
quality.

Conversational system vs. Woz: As shown, Woz
(i.e. human taking the place of conversation system)
chatting was more appreciated in terms of dialog and
emotion, nevertheless the difference is not large (5%).
Furthermore, all participants were surprised (some-
times even shocked) to learn that two out of four ex-
periments were performed with a human rather than a
machine. We even observed two users criticizing the
machine for “having an unrealistic conversational al-
gorithm” when they were referring to a real human.

From the first three comparative questions and the
results in Figure 6, we performed the comparisons

shown in Figures 7 and 8 by comparing two aspects:
(a) the fact to have a present or missing NVC (de-
picted by facial expressions and head movements); (b)
the influence between chatting with an artificial sys-
tem (agent) or a human playing the role of an artificial
machine (Woz).

The effect of facial emotion is illustrated on the first
row of Figure 7. There is a clear positive influence
on feelings of enjoyment, emotional connection and
even text quality, by adding facial emotion when chat-
ting with a human. In contrast, the second row demon-
strates almost no effect when chatting with a computer.
Second, Figure 8 shows the difference between chat-
ting with a computer or a human: The first row indi-
cates that chat without facial emotions is more enjoy-
able and with a better emotional connection if it is with
a computer. This relatively surprising result can be ex-
plained by the fact that the chatting system algorithm
always deviates the conversation back to the user as
it cannot chat about itself (i.e. the conversation is not
understood by the machine, only interpreted). On the
second row, we can only deduce the sensation of emo-
tional connection is increased if the dialog occurs with
a human. In this case, we believe that the source of
this observation is the difference of text quality.

The following observations are based on Figure 9:
3D environment: People enjoyed the 3D environ-
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Figure 6: User-test results, comparing the four conditions: chatting appreciation (row 1), emotional connection
(row 2), and dialog consistency (row 3). The corresponding statistical analysis is presented in the Figure 7.

ment for chatting and seeing the emotion of the VH
chat partner.

VR 3D chatting appreciation: A large majority of
users would like to repeat a similar experiments and
found 20 minutes to be not long enough.

In post interview experimental, we asked all partic-
ipants if they noticed any difference between the four
conditions, especially in terms of graphics or anima-
tion of VHs. None of them noticed explicitly the pres-
ence of nonverbal cues, and most were surprised when
showing rendered NVC cues. This suggests the kind of
expression portrayed was subtle enough to contribute
to communication despite their perception was uncon-
scious. However, further improvements in the experi-
mental methodology should confirm this fact.

A video demonstration and commented results of
our user-test can be found at:

http://go.epfl.ch/spontaneous-chatting.

5 Discussion

In this paper we presented an impact study of non-
verbal cues using a chatting system in a 3D envi-
ronment focussing on one-to-one VH chatting. Af-
ter briefly introduced the general architecture detailed
in [GAS+11], we presented a user-test involving 40
participants performed with four conditions: with or
without facial emotion and with a conversational sys-
tem or a Woz. This test demonstrated that the influence
of 3D graphical facial expression enhances the percep-
tion of the chatting enjoyment, the emotional connec-
tion, and even the dialog quality when chatting with
another human. This implies that nonverbal commu-
nication simulation is promising for commercial ap-
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Condition ]1 Condition ]2 Condition ]3 Condition ]4
µ σ σM µ σ σM µ σ (σM ) µ σ σM

Q1.1 56% 1.45 3.83% 48% 1.34 3.52% 55% 1.22 3.22% 57% 1.19 3.14%

Q1.2 49% 1.41 3.72% 42% 1.44 3.80% 46% 1.32 3.48% 53% 1.19 3.15%

Q1.3 55% 1.56 4.12% 53% 1.58 4.17% 57% 1.66 4.38% 60% 1.25 3.29%

Table 2: Averages (µ) in percentage, standard deviations (σ) over 6 shown Figure 6, and standard error of the
mean (σM ) shown in black font Figures 7 and 8.

Figure 7: First comparison of user appreciation and influence of the subtle facial expressions when missing or
present. Comparison of average (µ) and standard error of the mean (σM ) percentages are presented respec-
tively in green and black. Only graphs of the first row (representing conversations between humans) provide
statistically significant enough differences for a conclusion: when chatting with facial expressions (even sub-
tle compared to random limb animation), the chatting enjoyment, the emotional connection, and even the text
consistency are perceived by users to be improved.

plications such as advertisements and entertainment.
Furthermore, the test setup that was created provides a

solid foundation: first, for further experiments and sta-
tistical evaluations at individual level (i.e. one to one
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Figure 8: Second comparison of user appreciation: when chatting with a machine or a human (Woz). Compar-
ison of average (µ) and standard error of the mean (σM ) percentages are presented respectively in green and
black. Three of the six graphs provide sufficient statically significant differences for a conclusion: when chat-
ting without facial expressions, chatting is more enjoyable and emotional connection seems improved with a
machine than with a human; and if facial expressions are rendered, users have a stronger emotional connection
when chatting with a human.

VH communication); second, for extension to crowd
interaction, a kind of “virtual society” level, e.g. MMO
applications including realistic emotional reaction of
user’s avatars and AI system’s agents.

Current works –We are currently working on mul-
tiple VHs chatting system; the following related im-
provements will soon be presented with two compan-
ion papers [GAG+12] and [AGG+12]:

a. We are developing a VH’s emotional mind enriched
with an additional emotion axis, dominance. This
third axis partially solves the emotional ambiguities
that can drastically change the VH behavior –e.g.

rendering of the facial expression, body animation,
choice of answer, etc.;

b. We parameterized facial movements directly ac-
cording to the {v,a,d} values;

c. As subjects had difficulties to see simultaneously
the graphical and text windows, we developed an
interactive text bubble that seems to facilitate the
use 3D chatting system;

d. In addition to facial animation, conversational
body movements such as arm movements are now
adapted based on the emotional values.
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Figure 9: General questions on the user-test.

Future works –The following improvements are
currently being parameterized and tested:

a. We first plan to make a large scale user-test includ-
ing preliminary result of the above mentioned cur-
rent work;

b. According to the user-test, some people mentioned
that our system can be improved by using speech
input instead of typing sentences. Allowing speech
input will also reduce the time of our experiment;

c. Finally, VR equipment such as CAVE and motion
capture system can be used to enrich our conversa-
tional environment. Emotional attributes could be
extracted and should influence avatar’s emotional
behaviors.”
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